In DT we will be…
Exploring moving mechanisms and
making some of our very own.

Year 1 Spring 1
2020
In Science we will
be…

In History we will be..
Learning about the Victorians and thinking
about the similarities and differences
between then and now.

Learning about different types
of materials and their
properties. We will be planning
investigations and looking at
what we have found out. We
will be looking at forces.

In R.E we will be..
Learning that stories can teach us
values such as caring and sharing
and that Jesus was a story teller.

In English we will be..






Learning about the story ‘Jack and The Beanstalk’,
‘The Ugly Duckling’ and ‘The Three Little Pigs’.
Trying to tell our readers more
Using capital letters ,full stops and finger spaces.
Reading and spelling phase words.
Reading with expression.

In Maths We will be…
Continuing with our addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division. We
are also recapping counting in
2’s, 5’s and 10’s.
We are also learning the days of
the week and the months of the
year. We will be starting to tell the time to
O’clock and half past on an
analogue clock.

In P.E we will be..
Working on our aim and
control of a ball when using equipment and
demonstrating control in dance
when we combine rolls, turns and
jumps.

In Music we will be..
Thinking about contrasts in relation to
high and low, fast and
slow, loud and quiet, and
long and short.

Ways in which you can support your child's learning in Spring 1
Count in 2’s, 5’s and 10’s. Can
they notice a pattern?

Can they spot all the full
stops and capital letters in
the text they are reading?

Don’t Forget
We change books on a
Tuesday and Friday.

How many different things can they
find in your home that you push or
pull?

Encourage your children to examine
things closely. Can they draw
something in detail after looking

Look at and discuss
the time and the days
of the week with your
child.

Speak to Grandparents about what
was different about
their childhood to
yours.

Create a moving toy with split pins.

Set your child a series of challenges
to do within one minute.
How many times can
you….

Bounce a ball?

Skip?

Write both your
names?

Write words that rhyme with
cat?

Don’t Forget
Class 4 PE: Wednesday/Friday
Class 5 PE: Tuesday/Friday
Class 6 PE: Wednesday/Friday




Ways to make spellings a little more fun.
Play schools, teach teddies your spellings.
Use a range of felt tips, paints or pastels.
Try a reward scheme for spelling stars at home.

Count as high as you can.
Recall number bonds to 10. E.g.
3 and 7, 2 and 8 etc.

Children need warmer
clothes and shoes for outdoors games.
No earrings on PE days and
hair tied back please.
Please can ALL kit be named
and in a named bag.

Places to visit:
Toy Museum, London
INTECH Science Centre,
Winchester
Southampton Art Gallery
Woolston Library

